GoDirect™ Data Control

You Control the Bandwidth
GoDirect is Honeywell’s portfolio of industry-leading services and
applications that make life easier for operators, maintenance teams and
flight crews. GoDirect™ Data Control enables users of the JetConneX satellite
communications network, powered exclusively by Honeywell’s JetWave
satellite communications hardware, to limit the bandwidth consumed by
video streaming without negatively affecting the customer experience.

Delivering Quality Video at a Lower Cost
Putting high-quality video at your passengers’ fingertips used to require a lot of bandwidth and a
big budget. Not anymore. Business aircraft owners and operators don’t need to subscribe to the
most expensive top-tier data plans to provide streaming video access to the cabin, thanks to
GoDirect Data Control from Honeywell.
The Honeywell system lets you control the amount of bandwidth that streaming video consumes,
enabling you to use less-expensive data plans while still delivering quality videoconferencing and
entertainment for passengers. This provides a significant cost benefit to operators and ensures that
adequate bandwidth is available for all onboard network, voice and data traffic.
With the only fully redundant, ground-based network available, GoDirect Data Control can provide
reliable access to video content anywhere an aircraft flies. Regional hosting of shaping and filtering
services also reduces latency and improves the quality of streaming video.
Honeywell puts you in control, with the ability to set parameters and control unwanted bandwidth
use. Honeywell continues to expand its GoDirect Data Control capabilities, which soon will include
the ability for customers to allocate bandwidth available to various activities.

Benefits:
• Enables operators
to use lower-tier
data plans
• Provides a quality
passenger onboard
video experience
• Assures global
access for
videoconferencing
and entertainment

Stream Television on your Aircraft –
Anytime and Anywhere

IPTV

Today’s passengers expect office and home
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immediately. This is known as streaming media.

Internet protocol television (IPTV) is different

Data Control, passengers can stream their
favorite program to stay connected and
entertained all day every day. Simply pick the
streaming service and GoDirect will provide the
connectivity to optimize it. We can also help you
set up your streaming service.

Here’s what you can Start Watching:
• Amazon Prime TV
• HBO Now
• Direct TV Now
• Netflix

Streaming Across the Globe

And more – contact us to get your preferred

Streaming television doesn’t have to be limited

program setup.

to a geographical region. Program options now
extend coverage across the world so you can
stay connected anywhere you fly. That means no
matter what country is your designation you can
watch your accounts uninterrupted.

For more information
aerospace.honeywell.com/en/
services/aerospace-services/
godirect-data-control

To learn more
please contact your Honeywell
sales representative or
call 1-888-634-3330
or email godirectsales@honeywell.com
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